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Spa usage
Push the ‘’Pump’’ button to set the jets at the second speed.
Push the ‘’Light’’ button to light the spa.
Push the button ‘’
’’ to change the water temperature to the desired one.
It is recommend to hold the water temperature around 100 F.
Store the spa cover gently to the ground before using the spa.
Replace the cover back in place when the spa is not used.
Do not unplug the spa.
Add a small bag of ‘’OXY’’ before and after the swimming.
Allow the floater of bromine all the time in the spa.
Always be careful when entering the spa, some places could be very slippery.
Do not add foaming agent or dye in the water.
Never approach electronics near the spa.
Do not drain the spa water unless Bestspaparty.com specified you to do so.
Never open the panel of the spa.
Never remove the basket and the filter cartridge of the spa.
Note, the spa cannot heat the water when the spa is working at the second speed. It can only heat when it on low speed.

More information
The customer must provide a valid credit card number and a 225$ deposit for each rented spa.
The customer is responsible for any damages caused to the spa during the rental.
Damage to the spa or its accessories will be charged to the customer during the pickup after an inspection by a
Bestspaparty.com agent.
Never leave a child alone near or in the spa.
People with infectious diseases should not use the spa
Staying too much time in the spa can be dangerous for health.
The customer is responsible of the security of the spa and its environment.
Bestspaparty.com se disclaims any responsibility to the safety and use of the spa.
Bestspaparty.com is not responsible for any accidents caused by the spa or its environment including electric
shocks.
Do not hesitate to call Bestspaparty.com if you any questions on the spa operations or on the details of the rental.
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